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Sustainability, resilience, adaptability - a tsunami of information 

With colleagues, David Reynolds is working on identifying salient subjects, actions, and events 

pertinent to working FMs, as waves of information and initiatives flood our schedules and 

mailboxes and those of everyone who holds a stake in the built environment.  

Attached is a table summarizing the reliance of the much mentioned 17 SDGs (Sustainable 

Development Goals) on the built environment and FM. The purpose isn't to suggest actionable 

initiatives, but to point out that the central 10 of 17 total SDGs are directly subject to the built 

environment and FM. We can expect top tier initiatives calling for info and actions. 

Table: FM and the built environment re: Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) 

SDGs1 (UNDP
2
)  BUILT ENVIRONMENT and FM 

GOAL 1: No Poverty Functions/roles support this SDG 

GOAL 2: Zero Hunger Functions/roles support this SDG 

GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being Functions/roles support this SDG 

GOAL 4: Quality Education Functions/roles support this SDG 

GOAL 5: Gender Equality Functions/roles support this SDG 

GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation Functions/roles contribute directly 

GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy Functions/roles contribute directly 

GOAL 8: Decent Work and Economic 
Growth 

Functions/roles contribute directly 

GOAL 9: Industry, Innovation, and 
Infrastructure 

Functions/roles contribute directly 

GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality Functions/roles contribute directly 

GOAL 11: Sustainable Cities and 
Communities 

Functions/roles contribute directly 

GOAL 12: Responsible Consumption and 
Production 

Functions/roles contribute directly 

GOAL 13: Climate Action Functions/roles contribute directly 

GOAL 14: Life Below Water Functions/roles contribute directly 

http://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/envision2030-goal13.html
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GOAL 15: Life on Land Functions/roles contribute directly 

GOAL 16: Peace and Justice, Strong 
Institutions 

Functions/roles support this SDG 

GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the 
Goal 

Functions/roles support this SDG 

 

                                                      
1
 For short explanations of SDGs: https://www.undp.org/sustainable-development-goals  

2
 Who is/are UNDP? “As the United Nations lead agency on international development, UNDP works in 170 

countries and territories to eradicate poverty and reduce inequality. We help countries to develop policies, 
leadership skills, partnering abilities, institutional capabilities, and to build resilience to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals. Our work is concentrated in three focus areas; sustainable development, 
democratic governance and peace building, and climate and disaster resilience.” 
Mission and vision: UNDP’s mandate is to end poverty, build democratic governance, rule of law, and 
inclusive institutions. We advocate for change, and connect countries to knowledge, experience and 
resources to help people build a better life. 
Origin: 1966, with precursors to 1949 

 

          David Reynolds, CFM, FMP 

David lives in Mississippi, in the U.S. He is a founding partner in the FM consultancy Global 

Facility Management Alliance and an independent FM consultant. He has a lifelong interest in 

how people experience the built environment and how the built environment hosts organizations 

and advances their purposes. His principal FM interests are in organizational problem solving for 

continuous improvement. He is an advocate of technology as an FM resource. 

He holds degrees in science, engineering, and allied health areas and served in the U.S. Coast 

Guard. His pro bono work concerns safe and healthy housing, workplace safety, environmental 

health, and key process design and measurement. 

David joined IFMA in 2003, became an FMP in 2005, and CFM in 2014. In addition to FMCC, 

he is active in support of programs of the OMHS Community of Practice and in the Pipeline 

group engaged with the Facilithon (U.S.) competition for students of the trades who are 

interested in FM. He enjoys rehabilitating boats and houses and keeping a kitchen garden. He has 

a new grandson, a promising FM whose Mom and Dad just built a new home in New Orleans, 

hands-on from start to finish. 

https://www.undp.org/sustainable-development-goals

